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ADMINISTRIVIA

Project checkins due Nov 30th

Poster presentation
Dec 14th

Project grade breakdown
Intro: 5%
Mid-semester checkin: 5%
Poster: 10%
Final Report: 10%

→ Piazza .
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challenges
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SERVERLESS COMPUTING
I

not actually without servers



MOTIVATION: USABILITY

What instance type? 

What base image? 

How many to spin up?

What price? Spot?

1 machine
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ABSTRACTION LEVEL ?
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STATELESS DATA PROCESSING
split or break the Big Date Subtend intermediate

→ compute layer → ephemeral / disappear after 15m¥ results
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“Serverless” computing

300 900 seconds single-core

512 MB in /tmp

3 10GB RAM

Python, Java, node.js

Fixed sized

compute unit

} 15
mins

time

- - } space
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PYWREN APImupg
add . by

python
add .py
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PYWREN: how it works

your laptop the cloud

future = runner.map(fn, data)

future.result()

list of libraries

T --☒÷
- Serialize function and Foret

store on S3

-

Trigger serverless fret

'm§]→fn(
dataED-☐

☒→ fnCdotaTtD
☐

↳ Poll the
output bucket

f- check if tasks complete
~ 1000s of lambda outputs
↳ overhead setup



how it works

pull job from s3
download anaconda runtime
python to run code
pickle result
stick in S3

your laptop the cloud

future = runner.map(fn, data)

Serialize func and data
Put on S3
Invoke Lambda

func datadatadata

future.result()

poll S3
unpickle and return

result



STATELESS FUNCTIONS: WHY NOW ?

What are the trade-offs ? :s÷÷÷DÉ
-

S3 is faster than single
SSD

- S3 is shooting the data

goes
6- diff destinations
↳ Tops more

- Co- location of SSD

with confute is not that important ? →
Interesting /

Surprising
trend



MAP and REDUCE ?

Input
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Output
Data

Inputs → 53 / block
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Sort benchmark
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1M files
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data



PARAMETER SERVERS

Use lambdas to run “workers”

Parameter server as a service ? Parameter 
Server

get

update

ML model

sparse Mu models
tensed#Ñ↳ gradient update

would

only access subset of
the
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Doesn't work tut well

when
you
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the entire model



WHEN Should we use SERVERLESS ?

Yes! Maybe not ?

Goto
on:#a-

→ Infrastructure maintenance
- Dont get to choose hardware

overheads lower / Ease ofdevelopment
→ which kind of CPU

→ fault tolerance pre
- baked

→ men 710GB - -
.

into design - Balance compute , shuffle

→ shuffle intensive ,

overheads
→ Idle time

↳ post pay for
idk time

are higher ?

↳ more elastic !

→ More data and very little compete)
- cannot decompose the

work

you need to do



SUMMARY

Motivation: Usability of big data analytics
Approach: Language-integrated cloud computing

Features
- Breakdown computation into stateless functions
- Schedule on serverless containers
- Use external storage for state management

Open question on scheduling, overheads



DISCUSSION: MIDTERM 1



NEXT UP

Happy Thanksgiving!
Post-Thanksgiving:

- Mid-semester project check-in, Nov 30th
- SplitFS,TPU papers
- Midterm 2, Dec 7th


